
Change starts here
Increasing Vaccination Rates in Michigan’s Most 

Undervaccinated Counties with storytelling, creative 
testing, & targeted digital advertising

 

In partnership with



Find key persuadable unvaccinated audiences and target them with robust 
communication between July 16 and September 30, 2021, and find the messengers 
and messaging that could most effectively increase vaccination rates.

Educate generally vaccine-hesitant Michiganders about the importance and benefits 
of vaccination with a special focus on 20 high-need counties.

Use all tools available but especially underutilized tools like over the top television
(OTT), streaming TV, digital, peer to peer texting, direct mail, and live phone calls to
share accurate, culturally competent communication about COVID-19 vaccines.

The goal

total reach

196,512,696

3,293,031

6,748,106

987,297

HIGHLY TARGETED AD VIEWS OR 
IMPRESSIONS DELIVERED TO

PEOPLE ON STREAMING TV, FACEBOOK, 
INSTAGRAM, TIKTOK, GOOGLE ADS, 

OTT, YOUTUBE, AND MORE

PEER-TO-PEER TEXT MESSAGES
WERE SENT TO

922,294 4,607,120

147,643 1,253,181

PHONES DIALED AND
DIRECT MAILERS SENT TO

PHONE CONVERSATIONS 
WERE CONDUCTED

HOUSEHOLDS

HOUSEHOLDS
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our approach
Review research and polling

Create messages and message guidance

Brainstorm and craft creatives

Use best performing creative

Run a creative test

Build a model based on best audience and best performing piece of creative

Creative testing is an innovative advancement in the polling and testing process that 
allows us to put content in every stage of development in front of randomized control 
trial audiences of varying sizes based on the target market. We gain insights on the 
content impact and lift overall as well as differences in lift by age, gender, ethnicity, 
and several other demographic segments.

Survey research and polling, while more difficult than in the past, are indispensable to the 
persuasion and message development process. Evidence continues to pile up that 
creative testing is an incredibly valuable tool for improving and further honing messages. 

Most voters receive messages not over the phone, but rather in video form. One 
substantial value of creative testing is that it allows messages, styles, and stories to be 
tested in the medium they are received—video. Additionally, creative testing takes 
valuable polling information and extends the testing to message delivery style, message 
deliverer, and further allows testing on key messages in the real world. All of this allows us 
to fine-tune messages and target them at the most impacted audiences before beginning 
a media spend.

what is creative testing?

why is it valuable?



2%

12%

14%

15%

FOOTBALL COACH 1

ANIMATED SHEEP

TEXTING CONVERSATION

DELTA VARIENT NEWS

COMMUNITY MEMBER (LOSS)

COMMUNITY LEADER (PASTOR)

COMMUNITY LEADER (IMAM)

Which messages performed the best?

500 500 500 500

pre-screen 
questions

post-message
questions

Control Creative 1 creative 2 creative 3

Random Sample 
of population

BACKLASH 
PROBABILITY:

0%

RATE:

56.2

56.2

56.2

56.2

56.2

56.2

56.2

+7.1

+5.6 1%

+4.6 1%

+4.2

+2.4

+2.0

+1.9

CREATIVE CONTENT:

We survey a representative sample of 
people within our target population.

We collect demographic information 
from respondents and pre-screen them.

We split respondents randomly into 
treatment and control groups, showing 
1 piece of creative to the treatment group.

We ask questions to respondents after 
viewing the creative targeted towards 
understanding the effectiveness of the 
message. 
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Our process: How A Creative Test Works

https://vimeo.com/605878588/c87707da9d
https://vimeo.com/605878588/c87707da9d
https://vimeo.com/604205979
https://vimeo.com/604205979
https://vimeo.com/686787872/d58cd9f224
https://vimeo.com/686787872/d58cd9f224
https://vimeo.com/686788898/a066666375
https://vimeo.com/686788898/a066666375
https://vimeo.com/684769762/42884b39b3
https://vimeo.com/684769762/42884b39b3
https://vimeo.com/686789602/e1da5f202e
https://vimeo.com/686789602/e1da5f202e
https://vimeo.com/686789433/0c0fb4804e
https://vimeo.com/686789433/0c0fb4804e


"Coach", top performer that lifted intention to get vaccinated by 7.1%

"Sheep", second top performer increased intention to get vaccinated by 5.6%

Videos with greatest impact

Funny and off-beat concepts penetrated—we found that folks were fatigued from 2 
years of serious/sad/death-centered content. Light-hearted concepts broke through. 
Scare tactics have worn on people.

Key Findings

https://vimeo.com/605878588/c87707da9d
https://vimeo.com/605878588/c87707da9d
https://vimeo.com/605878588/c87707da9d
https://vimeo.com/605878588/c87707da9d
https://vimeo.com/605878588/c87707da9d
https://vimeo.com/604205979


Web Design & Development
We designed and developed the Get Vaccinated Michigan 
website with the goal of increasing COVID-19 vaccination 
rates in the state of Michigan. The site serves as a key hub 
of information for those seeking more information about 
vaccinations, looking to schedule a vaccination, or looking 
to help others get vaccinated.

The main tool integrated with the website was the "Share 
Your Story" video testimonial collection tool, built using an 
innovative web tool called Capsule. With Capsule, the 
organization was able to capture dozens of videos from 
health care professionals sharing their view on why 
vaccinations are so important, and from a wide variety of 
people sharing their personal stories of why they chose to 
get vaccinated.

The site successfully highlighted stories from medical 
professionals and everyday people who wanted to spread 
the word about how getting vaccinated helped protect 
themselves, their patients, and their loved ones. It can 
sometimes be difficult to get regular folks to engage and 
upload personal stories like this – but this special 
combination of an emotionally charged topic and an 
easy-to-use, mobile-first platform resulted in high 
engagement and participation.

194,712
MICHIGANDERS VISITED

GETVACCINATEDMICHIGAN.ORG



Results
As the work started in July, Michigan was vaccinating just 3,000 new folks per day. As the program 
ramped up August 1, the rate grew to average 6,000 to 7,500 new folks per day or 1.5% of all eligible 
unvaccinated people.

In late September and early October, spending on program surged, daily new vaccinations reached 8,000 
new folks per day, or 1.8% of those eligible. Finally, as the “Get Vaccinated, Michigan!” campaign ended in 
October, the daily new first shot rate fell to 3,000 folks per day.

In short, targeted messaging worked. 

As the program wrapped up, vaccinations decreased. Vaccinations among 
the eligible population increased during the duration of our program.

Week of 2021

PROGRAM END

"Switching to coach video with modeled audience 
showed an 11.8% increase in the percent of eligible 

weekly residents receiving first shot"
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Lansing Office
1000 S Washington Ave, Suite 101

Lansing, MI 48910
 

Grand Rapids Office
975 Cherry St SE, Suite 3
Grand Rapids, MI 49506

Info@changemediagroup.com
517.220.6128

changemediagroup.com

Chicago Office
650 W Lake St

Chicago, IL 60661
 

Washington DC Office
1629 K St NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006

2 pollies1 reed3 addys

This work received the 
following awards and 

recognition in 2022:


